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Welcome
Hi, Im Dawn. I am the creator and 
owner of Timeless Life Casting &

Jewellery. 

My business was first born in January

2019 with the 3D Life Casting. 

About me
 

I first started my business making bespoke gifts not long after my son was born in

2017. I struggled with severe postnatal depression and ended up becoming a

single parent. I needed something to focus on to help me find my way. I was

looking at how fast my son was growing and wanted to create memories that

would allow me to remember how small he was, so I began training as a life caster. 

I opened a studio in January 2019 and it went from strength to strength .

Unfortunately along the way, I lost a parent, my dog and my beloved Grandad and

then Covid hit. My Stepdad ended up in intensive care and I felt utterly useless. I

knew I needed to help people as much as I could. I researched, trained hard and

became a memorial jewellery artist in July 2020. I wanted to offer an affordable

service to help people find some comfort in their time of need. Fast forward 2 years

and we are now an award winning company.
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Introduction
The purpose of this brochure/e-book is to help you know and

understand what can be done to capture your memories, before,

during or after a bereavement or loss. 

 

Grief is not a journey that we choose to take, but one we often find

ourselves having to take. Sometimes we know the loss we are

about to experience is coming but sometimes it can happen

without warning.

 

Moving forward after a loss is difficult, but an essential process of

grief. 

 

Creating a memorial keepsake can be a comforting way to keep

our loved ones close by, to acknowledge our love for them and

remind us how important they were, and always will be. As we

move on, we carry them with us

 

I hope to help you find some comfort and answers to the questions

you will have. 
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How can Timeless help you?

Cremation Ash Jewellery

Lock of Hair Jewellery

Sentimental Fibre Jewellery

Fingerprint Jewellery

Signature and Handwriting Jewellery

Non Jewellery Memorial Keepsakes

Memorial Casting

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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Cremation Ash Jewellery
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Cremation ashes can make a beautiful and unique

piece of jewellery. Having bespoke jewellery made

allows you to have them as subtle as you want it to be.

 

Cremation ash jewellery can bring you comfort if you

are grieving the loss of a loved one. It allows you to

hold them close when you need them the most. 
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Cremation Ash Jewellery

Do I need to visit your studio in person?

- No. This can all be done online through postage. You are legally allowed to send up to 50g

of cremation ashes via royal mail.We recommend using Royal Mail Special Delivery. If you are

local to us we also offer a drop off/collection service or do it completely through the funeral

directors. 

What do I need to be able to have cremation ash jewellery made?
- You just need a spoonful of cremation ash.

Can this be also be offered for pets?
- Yes any pet and horse ashes can be used.

Are there any limitations to make this feasible? 

- No, so long as you have the ashes, there is no time limit on being able make the

jewellery.

How do I know that these are definitely the ashes that I send?

- I work in a sterile environment where I only work on ONE order of cremation ashes at a

time. Once your inclusions are received at my studio, them, the order confirmation form and

the jewellery piece are placed together in a sealed box until they are handmade by myself.

How safe are my ashes while you are working on them?

- The safety of your cremation ashes is of upmost consideration when in my care.

-  Your ashes are stored with your order paperwork and again have their own designated

area at all times.

- Ashes are touched only by tweezers and individually placed and set within your jewellery.

All equipment is cleaned thoroughly between orders

- I treat your cremation ashes with the utmost of respect. Unused ashes never leave the

container/sealed bag that you send me. I don’t ever transfer the ashes into anything else. 

- There is absolutely no waste. Everything that is not used is returned back to you along with

your Timeless jewellery.
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Cremation Ash Jewellery

Rings

Pendants

Charms

Bracelets

Earrings

Men's Range

We have a large range of jewellery available that can be used for ashes,

hair and fabric.
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Lock of Hair Jewellery

Are you holding onto a treasured lock from a loved one that you’ve

lost? 

 

Keeping a lock of a person’s hair is not a new idea, it began back with

the Victorians. Hair was seen as a precious memento, and it still is… 

 

Why not do something with it? 

 

Many of us just have some hair tucked away in a ‘safe’ place? hidden

away and not seen and enjoyed… 

 

Instead of leaving it to lie in a dusty old drawer, why not create

something beautiful to last a lifetime?
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Lock of Hair Jewellery
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Lock of Hair Jewellery FAQ'S

Do I need to visit your studio in person?

- No. This can all be done online through postage. We recommend using Royal Mail Special

Delivery. If you are local to us we also offer a drop off/collection service or do it completely

through the funeral directors. 

How do I know that it's definitely the hair that I send?
        I only work exclusively on ONE order of hair at a time. Each item is handmade by me in

        my studio, undisturbed in a safe and purpose-built environment.

How safe is my lock of hair while you are working with them?

 

       - The safety of your lock of hair is of utmost consideration when in my care.

       - Your lock of hair is stored with your order paperwork and have their own designated area

         at all times.

      - Hair is touched only by tweezers and individually placed and set within your jewellery. All

        equipment is cleaned thoroughly between orders.

       - I treat your lock of hair with the utmost of respect.- 

       I don’t ever transfer the hair into anything else. There is absolutely no waste. Everything

       that is not used is returned back to you along with your impressive jewellery

How do I know that these are definitely the ashes that I send?
I work in a sterile environment where I only work on ONE order of hair jewellery at a time.

Once your inclusions are received at my studio, them, the order confirmation form and

the jewellery piece are placed together in a sealed box until they are handmade by myself.

Can this be also be offered for pets?
      - Yes any pet and horse ashes can be used.
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Lock of Hair Jewellery

Women and Men Rings

Pendants

Charms

Bracelets

Earrings

Men's Range

We have a large range of jewellery available that can be used for ashes,

hair and fabric.
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Fingerprint Jewellery
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Fingerprint jewellery lets you treasure your loved one

and subtly take comfort wearing beautiful handmade

jewellery, honouring your love of them.

 

Handmade using your loved ones print, the front of the

necklace is imprinted with the fingerprint. Depending

on the size of jewellery you could add a name or initial

onto the front. 

The Imprint Range is where the prints are imprinted into

the silver rather than engraved onto the surface. 

 

Fingerprint jewellery can bring you comfort if you are

grieving the loss of a loved one. It allows you to hold

them close when you need them the most. 
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Fingerprint Jewellery

Heart

Circle

Teardrop

We have a small range of jewellery available for fingerprints.

The handmade silver jewellery pendants comes in:

We have a variety of sizes of pendants and charms available. 
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Fingerprint Jewellery
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What is fingerprint jewellery? 
Fingerprint jewellery is handmade jewellery created with a fingerprint impression pressed into the precious

metal. It captures the unique prints of the individual.

What needs to be done to create fingerprint jewellery??
We use a ink print method to get the fingerprint. Capturing an ink print of the fingerprints - also hands, foot

or paw prints. This method allows me to increase or decrease the size of the image to fit the jewellery of your

choice

Fingerprint Jewellery FAQ's

How do I make fingerprint jewellery?
If you choose a piece of jewellery from my online shop it will come with a free print kit. If you haven’t decided

yet what you’d like to make I sell the print kits individually. Once you have the prints, the memory is captured

and can be used now or for years and years into the future, as often as you’d like.

My Loved one has passed away - am I too late?
 If a loved one has passed away we can still capture their prints too. If you are local to me I offer a callout

service where I will visit the funeral home and take these impressions or prints for you. If you live in the UK I can

send a kit with everything needed. Most funeral directors will be more than happy to take these for you, or you

might want to take them yourself. Whichever method you choose I will help you do this. Again, contact me as

soon as possible to arrange this.

I Have Ink Prints Already - can they be used? 
You might have ink prints already. You might never have known that these could be used to create jewellery

for you. I appreciate how precious these prints are. I only need a scanned copy of these to be able to make

you jewellery. I do not need the originals. Did you know that iphones now have built in scanners?

Can prints be reused? 
Yes, absolutely. You can reuse the prints as often as you wish. If anyone else got in touch, perhaps another

family member, and requested to make jewellery I would only do this with your written consent each and

every time. The original prints will be stored securely here at Timeless. These can be collected or posted to you.

If you place an order the original prints would be given to you with the completed jewellery and should be

stored safely.

What can be done for pets?
The ink prints can be used for paw prints to create jewellery
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Engraved Jewellery
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Engraved jewellery lets you treasure your loved one

and subtly take comfort wearing beautiful well made

jewellery, honouring your love of them.

 

These have a slightly deeper engraving than usual

surface engraving and can be used for hand/footprints

aswell  as paw prints.
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Engraved Jewellery

Pendants

Charms 

We have a small range of 925 sterling silver jewellery available for

hand/foot or paw prints. One side is engraved and the other side can

have a colour fill with hair/ashes/fabric added in. We use ink free kits to

take the hand/foot/paw prints leaving no mess behind.

We have a variety of:
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Engraved Jewellery

Handprint/signature Jewellery
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Handwriting is such a recognisable part of what makes us who we are. A hand written letter,

a message on a special birthday card, a loved one's signature... Now image being able to

wear that personally written message on your jewellery.

What do I need? 
All that's needed is a good clear scanned image from your original source

This paper is over 70 years old. Certain

words were picked out by a lovely lady

to be engraved onto a pendant. It was

a poem from her husband who

passed away several years ago. He had

written her this poem for valentines

day when they were still courting!

They had been married 70 years

before he passed.
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Non Jewellery Keepsakes
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We understand that not everyone wears jewellery but would still feel comfort from having a

memorial keepsake. we have a range of non jewellery memorial items available.

Cuddle Bears

Wooden ashes/hair display plaques

Engraved photo and handwriting keyrings

Ashes/hair Angel Wings 

Ashes/hair pocket heart hugs

Framed wings or heart with engraved plaque

Our range includes:
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Memorial Casting
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What is Memorial Casting?
If you’re facing the loss of a loved one or you’ve just

suffered a bereavement, you might want to consider

memorial casting. This lets you create a 3D sculpture of

someone you love, individually or including you, to

touch, hold and treasure for a lifetime. Timing for this is

critical

Memorial casting can also be done soon after a person

has passed away. This can be done individually or you

may be able to hold hands with your loved one - letting

you hold on to final memories together forever.

How is it done? 
Casting is done by submerging the hands (or feet or

paws) into a specially selected and appropriate

material. It takes only a few minutes to do this. It has

no detrimental effects and is a gentle process.

When CAN it be done? 
If you’re facing the loss of a loved one you should

arrange to create your cast as soon as possible.

It is best to talk to me directly and we can arrange this, with all suitable requirements in place

to make it possible. If someone has passed away it is vital to make your funeral director aware

that you would be interested in memorial casting and make contact with me as soon as you

can. 

Pet Casting If your pet has passed away I can cast them within 24 hours, sometimes longer

depending on the situation. 
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Memorial Casting
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When can it NOT be done? 
Once an adult has passed and been placed into their

coffin it is no longer physically possible to create a cast. I

would always suggest you follow the guidance given by

your funeral director.

Can I be there too? 
Yes of course. If you would like to be cast

holding hands with a loved one who has

passed, then usually this can be arranged, again

I would follow the advice of your funeral director

initially. 

I am also more than happy to contact your

funeral director to explain and discuss everything

on your behalf. The surroundings, location and

process would be fully explained to you prior to

your decision to proceed. You would be fully

guided throughout. 

Another adult can also be with you to offer

comfort and support if you wish. You may not

want to be part of the cast being created, but

still want to be present while casting takes place

- you would always be welcome to do this.

Angel Casting 
I am able to create beautifully detailed hand and feet casts of a baby or child who has left

their parents arms too soon. Providing bereaved families with tangible memories of their

angel. Being able to hold your child’s hand again, after they’re gone, can offer comfort and

closure for many parents. To be trusted and allowed to work with families of angels is such an

honour. My methods are extremely safe, gentle and family are welcome to be with me while I

create their castings. Please do not hesitate to get in touch if you think I can help you, or if

you have any questions. It’s best to get in touch as soon as possible and we can discuss

what’s best for your individual situation.
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Whats Next?
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Are you ready to start making your Timeless Memorial Keepsake?

Visit my shop here

https://www.timeless3dcasting.co.uk/memorial-jewellery

Email: timeless3dcasting@yahoo.co.uk

Facebook: Timeless Life Casting and Jewellery

 

Instagram: Timeless_Life_Casting

Winner of Derbyshire Times Business of Excellence Awards 2021

Or Talk to your funeral director who can help you through the process.

https://www.timeless3dcasting.co.uk/memorial-jewellery
https://www.timeless3dcasting.co.uk/memorial-jewellery

